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Motivation 
The recently emerged new sequencing technologies are completely redesigning the algorithmic 
alignment problem in Bioinformatics. The principal character of these technologies (Illumina/Solexa) 
is that they can produce a huge amount of short (30-75bp) tags in a few days, whose alignment to a 
reference sequence is crucial when judged on many different parameters. In particular, the problem 
of performing a fast AND accurate alignment of every single tag, must now be tackled under a new 
perspective. While standard alignment programs (BLAST[1], BLAT[2]) are not suitable to align short 
tags, many new alignment softwares (Eland, MAQ[3], Soap[4]) have been proposed to do the job in an 
efficiently way. However, often, such tools lack precision: essentially, different solutions use heuristics 
having the goal of a fast alignment process and the resulting output is not optimal. The most com-
mon sub-optimal character of the resulting alignments, being the missing of acceptable tag's posi-
tions and misclassification of tag's occurrence profiles. Often these errors have a small size in abso-
lute terms but a significant impact in analysis. We propose a software tool for re-sequencing applica-
tions (genomes comparison, structural variations and transcriptome profiles) that can handle short 
tags in a fast and completely accurate way. 

Methods 
Our alignment tool (called "FAST": Fast Alignments for Short Tags) is implemented to align millions of 
tags in a very accurate way. Using an entirely deterministic algorithmic approach and implementing 
only combinatorially justifiable heuristics, we are able to align (allowing mismatches) the full amount 
of short tags of a Illumina/Solexa run in 5-7 hours on a twin quad-cores system with 8G RAM, with no 
placement or classification errors. The tool is based on suffix arrays[5] and the core system uses an ef-
ficient dichotomy algorithm that allow fast alignment with few (1-2) mismatches. Using a BLAST-like 
strategy we allow up to 5-6 mismatches (for 75bp tags). The algorithms are precise and return the 
best alignment (if any) for each tag. FAST is able to align single or pair ends short tags (either for 
DNA-seq and mRNA-seq) and determine exons junction and alternative splicing sites (for mRNA-seq). 

Results 
The comparison of FAST with other alignment tools showed that using an exact tool we can obtain a 
significantly more precise analysis. FAST was successfully used for massive re-sequencing projects 
with Illumina/Solexa instruments as well as for transcriptome profile determination, exons detection, 
and alternative splicing sites analysis in a pre-mRNA-seq project of four Vitis vinifera tissues[6,7]. Al-
ways in the context of grape genome sequencing initiative, FAST was used for aligning single and 
pair-ends DNA tags for structural variation analysis of 14 varieties/clones. 
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